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Purpose: High-grade glioma (HGG) is a common form of malignant primary brain cancer with poor prognosis. The diffusive nature of
HGGs implies that tumor cell invasion of normal tissue extends several centimeters away from the visible gross tumor volume (GTV).
The standard methodology for clinical volume target (CTV) delineation is to apply a 2- to 3-cm margin around the GTV. However,
tumor recurrence is extremely frequent. The purpose of this paper was to introduce a framework and computational model for the
prediction of normal tissue HGG cell invasion and to investigate the agreement of the conventional CTV delineation with respect to
the predicted tumor invasion.
Methods and Materials: A model for HGG cell diffusion and proliferation was implemented and used to assess the tumor invasion
patterns for 112 cases of HGGs. Normal brain structures and tissues as well as the GTVs visible on diagnostic images were delineated
using automated methods. The volumes encompassed by different tumor cell concentration isolines calculated using the model for
invasion were compared with the conventionally delineated CTVs, and the differences were analyzed. The 3-dimensional-Hausdorff
distance between the CTV and the volumes encompassed by various isolines was also calculated.
Results: In 50% of cases, the CTV failed to encompass regions containing tumor cell concentrations of 614 cells/mm3 or greater. In
84% of cases, the lowest cell concentration completely encompassed by the CTV was ≥1 cell/mm3. In the remaining 16%, the CTV
overextended into normal tissue. The Hausdorff distance was on average comparable to the CTV margin.
Conclusions: The standard methodology for CTV delineation appears to be inconsistent with HGG invasion patterns in terms of size
and shape. Tumor invasion modeling could therefore be useful in assisting in the CTV delineation for HGGs.
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Introduction and glioblastoma multiforme (GBM, WHO grade IV).
High-grade gliomas (HGG) is a group of brain cancers
comprised of anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO grade III)
Despite GBMs being the most common primary malig-
nant brain cancer in adults, limited advancement in treat-
ment has been made and prognosis remains poor.1

It is thought that the spread of clonogenic GBM cells
far from the gross tumor volume (GTV) is responsible for
the persistent tumor recurrence.2 Microscopic tumor cell
invasion around the GTV is conventionally handled by
expanding the GTV into a clinical target volume (CTV).
The CTV should by definition encompass all tumor cells.
The methodology for delineating CTVs varies between
tumor type and treatment modality, but generally consists
r
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of adding a margin to the GTV contour while conforming
the CTV contour to natural barriers.3,4 For GBMs, tumor
growth can reoccur centimeters away.5−8 Standard meth-
odology for GBM CTV delineation involves a GTV con-
tour expansion by up to 3 cm,9−11 but prognosis still
remains poor. Meanwhile, the brain itself is a critical
organ at risk, and the treated volume should ideally be as
limited as possible. Histological studies have also shown
that clonogenic glioma cells can exist up to 4 cm away
from the visible GTV, and that the spread appears aniso-
tropic,12−14 explaining potentially why the standard CTV
delineation for HGGs has been largely unsuccessful.

Mapping of the spatial distribution of clonogenic cells
mostly relies on imaging by MRI. T1-weighted (T1) imag-
ing has a reported detectability threshold of »8000 cells/
mm3.15 T2-weighted (T2) imaging may have a lower
detectability threshold,16 but may increase the visibility of
peritumoral edema rather than the tumor itself.

Histopathological data on HGGs is scarce but the dif-
fusive nature of HGG tumors along with the given MRI
visibility threshold indicate that considerable volumes of
brain tissue infiltrated by tumor cells may be invisible
upon imaging. To provide information on tumor cell
infiltration undetectable by imaging, many attempts at
modelling HGG growth and invasion of normal tissue
have been made.17,18 The first models assumed isotropic
growth,15,19 but they have since evolved into more com-
plex models that assume anisotropic growth,16,20,21 and
may account for growth along the white matter tracts as
well as for morphological deformation.22,23 While the
methodology and complexity vary, some model assump-
tions are universally shared: the spread of the tumor is the
result of diffusion and proliferation of GBM cells; GBM
cells primarily spread in white matter rather than gray
matter; GBM cells cannot cross natural barriers such as
in-between brain folds, the longitudinal fissure, and ven-
tricles; and the corpus callosum being the only link
between the hemispheres.

However, the modelling of HGG growth and spread
has not yet seen a clinical implementation. One problem
hindering its translation to the clinic is the uncertainty of
the model parameter values describing the diffusion and
proliferation of GBM cells. HGG modelling mostly relies
on rough estimates of the input parameters, which are
often based on theoretical approximations and on the few
available experimental values.20,24−26 It is known that the
growth rates of GBMs vary considerably,27 but the normal
tissue infiltration patterns are less established. Parameters
lacking substantial evidence in their numerical values
include the maximum acceptable tumor size to prevent
gliomatosis cerebri, the normal tissue cell carrying capac-
ity, as well as the MRI cell concentration visibility thresh-
old. Nevertheless, modelling of HGG invasion may still be
useful in assisting the delineation of the CTV, as has been
shown by Unkelbach et al.24 for a limited number of cases
provided that correlation between model predictions and
outcome can be determined. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this is the first study in which the CTV delin-
eation of HGGs is compared to simulated tumor invasion
for a large number of cases having various degrees of
complexity.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a framework
for the prediction of HGG cell invasion in normal tissue,
to implement it in a computational model, and to investi-
gate the agreement of the conventional CTV delineation
with respect to the predicted tumor invasion.
Material & Methods
A data set consisting of 126 GBM/HGG cases from the
Brain Tumor Segmentation (BraTS) challenge 2020 was
included in the study.28-31 Four MRI scans, namely T1-
weighted, postcontrast T1-weighted (T1-Gd), T2-
weighted, and T2 fluid attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) were available. The image data set was prepro-
cessed by the challenge organizer, that is, skull-stripped
and registered to a 240 £ 240 £ 155 mm3 template. Bias
field corrections were applied to fix the intensity inhomo-
geneities in the MR images.

Because of the large amount of data, automatic delin-
eation of tumor tissues and brain matter types was used.
Based on the capability of deep convolutional autoen-
coders, a normal appearance autoencoder (NAA)32,33

model was developed to capture the distribution of
healthy anatomic brains from MRIs. To train the NAA
model on a supervised fashion, synthetic paired images
were generated so that the NAA model was forced to
reconstruct tumor-free images from pathologic images.
Residual images were calculated as the differences
between the original tumoral data and the reconstructed
tumor-free images and integrated into a U-Net-like net-
work34 as prior information to improve the segmentation
performance. Segmentation masks were produced using
all the MRI scans as input data for the NAA model. The
segmentation masks were grouped as necrotic and nonen-
hancing tumor, peritumoral edema, Gd-enhanced tumor,
and the background. The segmented GTV (V0) was
defined as the combined volume of the Gd-enhanced
tumor volume and the necrotic tumor volume, V0 ¼
VGd�enhanced [ Vnecrotic:

An automated segmentation algorithm known as
“Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain automated
segmentation tool”35 (FAST) with default settings was used
to segment the T1 image into white matter, gray matter, and
anatomic barriers. The algorithm did not segment regions
of tumor tissue. Limitations in the ability of the algorithm to
differentiate gray matter from barriers required some man-
ual intervention: a region 9-voxel wide between the brain
hemispheres was manually stripped of gray matter to ensure
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that the longitudinal fissure remained intact as a barrier, and
the corpus callosum, considered as the dominant pathway
between the hemispheres, was enhanced to ensure a connec-
tion was present. Other pathways, for example, the optic
tracts and commissures, were not explicitly accounted for.

Combining the artificial intelligence (AI) segmentation
with the FAST segmentation yielded a brain segmented
into white and gray matter, natural barriers, and the seg-
mented GTV, V0, which was assumed to have a peripheral
cell concentration equal to or above the MRI visibility
threshold of 8000 cells/mm3.
Tumor invasion modeling

Tumor invasion was modelled using a Fisher-Kolmo-
gorov equation (Eq. 1) from Murray et al.15,19,36-38 The
model employs a partial time differential equation with 1
term accounting for the tumor cell spread and 1 term
accounting for the tumor cell proliferation. The time vari-
ation of cell concentration is:
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where c(r,t) is the clonogenic cell concentration, which is
a function of the space coordinate r = (x,y,z) and time, r
is the proliferation factor, k is the normal tissue tumor
cell carrying capacity, and D = D(r) is the diffusion coeffi-
cient, which varies as:
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where W and G are white matter and gray matter voxels,
respectively. All voxels in V0 were assigned as white mat-
ter to allow unhindered diffusion within the volume.

Eq. 1 was discretized and solved numerically using
finite-difference time-domain methods and implemented
in MatLab.39 Before simulation, a tumor cell population
(n0) was placed in a 6-voxel large volume centered on the
center-of-mass (COM) of V0. This cell population
accounts for the fact that tumors may grow until a certain
cell number threshold before spreading away from the
tumor bulk.26 The simulation was iterated in time and
each iteration consisted of a diffusion calculation followed
by a proliferation calculation. The simulation ceased
when all voxels of the V0 contour had a cell concentration
of at least 8000 cells/mm3 (Fig 1). The simulated GTV (V)
was defined as the new volume encompassed by the 8000
cells/mm3 isosurface.

The initial tumor cell population and the normal tissue
tumor cell carrying capacity were kept constant: n0 equal
to 1.5 ¢ 106 cells and k equal to 2.39 ¢ 105 cells/mm3.25,26
Multiple simulations were run for different values of the
following parameters:

1. D/r (mm2) representing the capability of the tumor to

diffuse into normal tissue, where a low value of D/r
corresponds to a less diffusive tumor

2. DW/DG, characterizing the anisotropical growth of the
tumor, where a large ratio corresponds to more aniso-
tropic invasion of normal tissue

The volume V is therefore dependent on D/r and DW/
DG:

V ¼ V
D
r
;
DW

DG

� �
: ð3Þ

The range of values of the investigated parameters is
given in Table 1. Tumor invasion was simulated for all
combinations of parameters, resulting in 30 different
tumor invasion patterns per patient case.

The ratios of V and V0 were investigated (Fig 1). The
parameters yielding the smallest volume of V were
denoted as (D/r)opt and (DW/DG)opt, and the volume itself
was denoted as the optimal volume, Vopt:
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Thus, (D/r)opt and (DW/DG)opt are the parameters yield-
ing the best match between V and V0 for each patient
case. The simulations of tumor invasion with optimal
parameters were used as the basis for further analysis.

A CTV was created for each patient case by isotropi-
cally extending the segmented GTV contour by 20 mm
within the brain. The CTV was confined to 1 brain hemi-
sphere as determined by the COM of the segmented
GTV, except for 6 cases of suspected butterfly GBM.40

The agreement of the CTV delineation with the predicted
tumor invasion was assessed in 2 ways:

1. By determining the lowest cell concentration isoline
completely encompassed by the CTV (cenc)

2. By determining which cell concentration isoline
yielded the lowest 3-dimensional Hausdorff distance,
dH(c), compared with the CTV

Thus, cenc represents the lowest cell concentration that
is fully encompassed in the volume delineated by using
the conventional CTV methodology, whereas dH(c) indi-
cates the cell concentration that best conforms to the
CTV. The range of input values of dH(c) investigated is
given in Table 1. An ideal CTV should yield cenc � 0 and
dH(0) = 0, indicating a delineation of the entire tumor cell



Table 1 Range of the parameters investigated in the study

D/r (mm2)* 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 40.0

DW/DG
y 10 100z 1000

dH(c =) (cells/mm3) 10 50 100 200 400 800 2000 4000 8000

Abbreviation: CTV = clinical target volume.
* Range based on values from Swanson et al.42

y Range partially based on estimations from Swanson et al.16,20

z Value used by Unkelbach et al.24

The parameters D/r and DW/DG correspond to tumor diffusiveness and invasion anisotropy, respectively, and dH(c) is the Hausdorff index of the
volume encompassed by the isosurface of cell concentration, c, and the volume of the conventional CTV. All combinations of D/r and DW/DG were
tested. The values for dH(c) were investigated using (D/r)opt and (DW/DG)opt.

Fig. 1 Workflow of the study. The brain tissue types and GTVs are segmented in the preparation phase. Simulation is
then commenced by placing an initial number of cells in the center-of-mass of the GTV. As the simulation is iterated with
time, the tumor grows. The simulation is iterated until the halting condition of encompassing the entire GTV with a cell
concentration ≥8000 cells/mm3 is achieved. Multiple simulations with varying D/r and DW/DG are run for each case. The
simulated GTV yielding the best match with the segmented GTV is then further analyzed. The lowest valued cell concen-
tration isosurface that is completely encompassed by the clinical target volume delineation, cenc, is determined, as well as
the Hausdorff index, dH(c), of the volume encompassed by isosurface of cell concentration c and the clinical target volume.
Abbreviations: FAST = FMRIB's automated segmentation tool; GTV = gross tumor volume; NAA = normal appearance
autoencoder.
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population with perfect conformity. A summary of the
methodological workflow is shown in Figure 1.
Results
Simulated tumors exhibited preferential spread along
the white matter, partial avoidance of gray matter, and
complete avoidance of ventricles and folds. Some exam-
ples of the simulated tumor invasion are given in Figure 2.
Typical cases presenting a good agreement between V0

and V are shown in the upper panels (Fig 2a-c). Figure 2d
shows a case with a segmented GTV located centrally in
the brain. V extended beyond the CTV delineation and
into the opposite hemisphere. Considerable tumor cell
invasion beyond the CTV contour was observed.
Figure 2e shows a case where V0 is close to the periphery
of the brain. In this case, V0 was surrounded by edema,
which was interpreted as gray matter by the segmentation
algorithm. This confined the spread of V, thus resulting in
good agreement between the volumes. The CTV
Fig. 2 Six examples of simulated tumor invasions. The white v
(GTVs) (V0), and the red volumes with pink margins correspon
indicated by the color wash (log10). The white contour corres
formed by expanding the segmented GTV margin by 20 mm w
row: A-C, Typical cases where good agreement between V0 and
model behavior. D, The volume V0 is close to the hemisphere
hemisphere. There are considerable tumor cell concentration
edema, which is interpreted as gray matter, and there is agreeme
A case where V0 consists of separated volumes. There is a prim
low arrow). Here V is bordered by the smaller mass, indicating
simulation time.
delineation overextended beyond the tumor invasion.
Figure 2f shows a case where V0 consists of multiple vol-
umes. Poor agreement between V and V0 was observed, as
V needed to extend beyond the primary tumor mass to
encompass the smaller tumor mass. It should, however,
be noted that the CTV appears to encompass V reason-
ably well. For 14 cases the segmented GTV was located
close to the longitudinal fissure, creating the appearance
of a connection between the 2 hemispheres where there
normally should have been a barrier. These cases were
discarded from the analysis because of this artefact.

Figure 3a shows a box plot of Vopt/V0 for the 112 cases
included in the study. The median value for Vopt/V0 is
1.89 with a range (1.18, 6.18) and mean 2.35§1.15 (1s).
Fourteen cases (12.5%) were discarded from the analysis
presented in Figure 3a because their Vopt/V0 values were
larger than the 1.5 interquartile range corresponding to
Vopt/V0 > 6.6 and thus classified as outliers. For 4 other
cases (3.6%) the algorithm yielded Vopt/V0 < 1, which was
regarded as a simulation failure and hence further dis-
carded. A closer analysis of these specific instances
olumes correspond to the segmented gross tumor volumes
d to the simulated GTVs (V). The full tumor extension is
ponds to the conventional clinical target volume (CTV),
hile adhering to natural barriers and 1 hemisphere. Top
V is observed. Bottom row D-F, Cases displaying atypical
barrier, and the simulated tumor has invaded the other

s outside the CTV. E, The volume V0 is surrounded by
nt between V0 and V. The CTV overextends the tumor. F,
ary bulk tumor mass and a smaller separated volume (yel-
that the smaller volume was responsible for an extended



Fig. 3 Box plots with mean values (I), median value (red stripe), and outliers (+) of: (a) Vopt/V0; (b) (D/r)opt; (c) (DW/
DG)opt.
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indicates that they correspond to particular geometric
conditions for the segmented GTV and/or extreme values
for the simulation parameters, as explained in the Discus-
sion section.

The mean, median, and range of values for the (D/r)opt
and (DW/DG)opt for the remaining 94 selected cases are
shown in Figures 3b and 3c, respectively. The means of
(D/r)opt and of (DW/DG)opt were 15.14 mm2 § 88.2% and
810.4 § 46.8%, respectively. The (D/r)opt values were
found to cover the whole range of considered values,
whereas (DW/DG)opt favored high values, with DW/DG =
10 and DW/DG = 100 deemed as outliers.

Figure 4a shows the values of the lowest cell concentra-
tion isoline completely enclosed by the CTV, cenc, for all
analyzed cases. The cenc values covered the whole range
from 0 cells/mm3 to 2.39 ¢ 105 cells/mm3 (i.e., normal tis-
sue tumor cell carrying capacity). Twelve out of 94 cases
(12.8%) were deemed as outliers with cenc > 1.04 ¢ 104
cells/mm3 (>1.5 interquartile range). In 50% of cases, cenc
> 614 cells/mm3, meaning that in 50% of the cases the
CTV failed to encompass a cell concentration isoline
smaller than this value. Cell concentration isolines are
shown in Figure 4b for 1 exemplifying case having a cenc
equal to 22 cells/mm3.

The median Hausdorff distance of the analyzed 94
cases did not vary significantly with cell concentration
threshold, dH(c), although a trend appeared to indicate an
initial decrease with increasing cell concentration thresh-
old reaching the lowest value for a range of 100 to 200
cells/mm3, corresponding to dH(c) = 19.72 mm, followed
by an increase up to a maximum of dH(c) = 20.62 mm.
This indicates that the simulated tumors, as defined by
various isolines, did not conform to the CTV delineation
because of their anisotropic spread.
Discussion
The CTV concept has been successful in the manage-
ment of many tumors. For HGG, however, the isotropic
expansion of the GTV as CTV may not be appropriate
due to the preferential tumor cell migration through white
matter over gray matter up to large distances from the
observable border of the GTV. Tumor invasion modeling
may therefore assist the CTV delineation. The anisotropic
pattern of spread of HGG cells was clearly observed and
visualized in this study, as was the difficulty in finding a
volume encompassed by a tumor cell concentration iso-
line fully encompassed by the CTV without including also
volumes of healthy tissue, when the conventional CTV
delineation was used.

The value of the tumor cell concentration isoline fully
encompassed by the CTV, cenc, considered to be clinically
acceptable may be treatment- and/or patient-dependent.
Based strictly on the definition of CTV as the target that
encompasses all tumor cells, the value of cenc should ide-
ally approach zero, but this may be an unrealistic goal for
invasive tumors such as HGGs according to this model.



Fig. 4 (a) Box plot showing the distribution (median value and quartiles) of the lowest cell concentration isoline
completely enclosed by the clinical target volume, cenc, for all analyzed cases. The vertical striped line corresponds to 8000
cells/mm3. One case where cenc = 0 is not displayed. (b) An example of a simulated tumor cell concentration isoline, where
can = 22 cells/mm3. The segmented gross tumor volume (V0) corresponds to the white mass and the conventional clinical
target volume is outlined in white.
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The values in this study were, therefore, arbitrarily chosen
for discussion relative to the detectability limit by MRI. In
15% of cases when cenc > 8000 cells/mm3, the segmented
GTVs were difficult to fully encompass because of, for
example, multiple tumor volumes and large total volumes.
For 50% of cases cenc > 614 cells/mm3. Recurrence of
tumor growth would therefore not be surprising for such
cases and the CTV delineation might benefit from model-
based guidance.

The Hausdorff distance was on average comparable to
the CTV extension of 20 mm for all isosurfaces. Because
the morphology of the brain promotes anisotropic tumor
invasion, the Hausdorff distance will always be in the
same magnitude as the CTV extension distance.
Both analyses of cenc and dH(c) indicate poor agree-
ment between the CTV delineation and the simulated
tumor invasion. Although the former shows that regions
of considerable tumor cell concentrations are not covered
by the CTV delineation, the latter shows that there is
poor conformity. Both issues could potentially be
improved by delineating CTVs that better conform to the
white matter.

Modeling HGG invasion patterns has previously been
performed.15-23 Most studies have applied the same
underlying model as in this work (Eq. 1) but used an
alternative modality for solving it by assuming that the
wave-front of the tumor invasion expands with a constant
velocity.24,41,42 This solution circumvents the need to fit a
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simulated tumor volume with a segmented one, because
the wave-front starts from the segmented tumor border.
This contrasts with the method used in this study, which
handles each voxel independently. The study by Unkel-
bach et al24 used the wave-front solution to determine
tumor invasion in 10 cases of GBM and compared the
CTV delineations to the target volumes. However, a dif-
ferent target definition method was used: the CTV was
contoured by extending the T2-FLAIR hyperintensity vol-
ume by 1 to 2 cm, and the target volume was defined as
the tumor cell isoline with the same total volume as the
CTV. The Dice similarity coefficients43 revealed an aver-
age match of 79% with range (74, 84%). A direct compari-
son of the 2 studies cannot be performed because of the
different definition of the target volume.

An alternative methodology for CTV delineation,
based on extending the GTV margin a constant distance
while accounting for all barriers, has also been sug-
gested.44 In a 15-year study covering 174 patients, Duma
et al45 used T2 FLAIR imagery to reportedly visualize the
invasion patterns of GBM tumors, targeted the invasion
pathways of the white matter tracts using radiosurgery,
and reported a median survival of 23 months. This study
therefore suggests that not only the delineation of the
CTV but also the actual dose distribution could benefit
from a better insight of the pattern of invasion of HGG
cells into the brain.

The NAA model for tumor segmentation used in this
study relied on all MRI scans as input data to maximize
information. The model did not attempt to segment
tumor invasion. For manual CTV delineation, previous
studies have attempted to use T2-FLAIR as an indicator
of tumor spread.24,41,45 However, because T2-FLAIR
highlights fluids such as peritumoral edema, the interpre-
tation of T2-FLAIR hyperintense regions in terms of
tumor infiltration of normal tissue is not straightforward.
An alternative methodology for manual CTV delineation
that does not rely on T2 scans but is based on extending
the GTV margin by a constant distance while accounting
for the anatomic barriers has also been suggested.44

Tumor and tissue segmentation was carried out in this
study by AI methods and the FAST algorithm. The FAST
algorithm was chosen for its availability and ease of use,
but also because encouraging, positive results were previ-
ously reported.46 However, the automated process had
some limitations. Many cases included GTVs consisting
of several disjunct subvolumes, some of which were the
size of individual voxels. It is unknown whether such frag-
ment volumes are artefacts of the automatic tumor delin-
eation or not. Disregarding small tumor volumes
separated from the primary tumor bulk would likely yield
better agreement between V and V0 because the simula-
tion halting condition would be achieved easier. In case of
compact V0, V would not need to spread as far into nor-
mal tissue to encompass remote fragments, thus limiting
the V/V0 ratio.
The data used in this study came from the BraTS 2020
challenge intended for segmentation training. Some
patients may therefore not have been eligible for radiation
therapy or radiosurgery based on the size or location of
the tumor. Delineating a CTV for such cases may there-
fore be regarded as a theoretical exercise with limited
practical relevance or even as a source of bias of the
results toward extreme values because of the inclusion of
cases that would not be treated with radiation therapy.
The tumor invasion modeling and the theoretical cenc and
dH(c) analyses would, however, not be affected.

The outcome of the model for invasion depends on the
choice of its parameters. The approach considered in this
paper for the choice of parameters was the determination
of optimal ones with respect to the agreement between V
and V0 for individual cases. The value of (D/r)opt may
therefore be influenced by simulation conditions such as
the size, shape, and location of V0, surrounding tissue
types, and presence of the natural barriers. A large spread
of (D/r)opt values was observed for different patients.
Determining D/r values has been previously attempted
by observing GTV growth over time and has also yielded
a wide range of values (0.24, 35.92 mm2).41 GBMs appear
to grow at different rates among patients,27 but the reason
for this and how this affects the cell spread is unclear.
Additionally, D/rmay also be time-dependent as cell pro-
liferation may dominate in the early tumor growth stages
but slow down as the tumor mass increases and resources
become scarce.27,42 As a simulation parameter, the large
spread of values of (D/r)opt points toward the same con-
clusion, that there might not be a universal value for D/r
describing all cases.

The model favored a high ratio of DW/DG. Although it
is known that GBM cells tend to be located in white mat-
ter and migrate through it, the actual value for the diffu-
sion ratio is not established.20 One possible reason for the
high optimal DW/DG favored in this study could be that
peritumoral edema often encompassed the GTV. Edema
shows a darker intensity on T1 images than white matter,
which could be interpreted as gray matter by the FAST
segmentation algorithm. Consequently, lowering the dif-
fusion coefficient value of gray matter (increasing the
ratio DW/DG) may enclose cells in V0 when there is sur-
rounding edema. The cell diffusion was assumed to be
internally isotropic within white matter, even though it is
likely that cell migration occurs along the white matter
tracts.47,48 The tract pathways were not available in the
form of, for example, diffusion tensor imaging, and were
therefore not considered in this study.

In most cases, V was comparable to the volume of V0

by shape (Fig 2), even though the median value of Vopt/V0

was greater than 2. This was attributed to a “skin-effect,”
where the total volume may be increased considerably by
a surrounding thin voxel layer. The simulation halting
condition ensures that V will always be greater than V0,
introducing a bias toward larger volumes. This bias could
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possibly be rectified through various means. For example,
the halting condition could be more lenient by requiring
that only a voxel set fraction reached c = 8000 cells/mm3

rather than the entire V0 voxel set. This would help for
cases featuring small tumor volumes disconnected from
the bulk tumor, because tumor fragments would be
excluded from the halting condition, but this entails the
risk of disregarding critical tumor data. An alternative
halting condition could be to minimize the Hausdorff dis-
tance of the 8000 cells/mm3-isosurface to V0. However,
the aim in this study was to be conservative and to not
underestimate extent of the GTV.

In the 3 cases where Vopt/V0 = 0, V0 consisted of multi-
ple tumor volumes, which caused the COM to be placed
outside or at the edge of the GTV. Because n0 was not sur-
rounded by white matter, diffusion was impeded when D/
r was low, to the degree that c > k after the first diffusion
iteration, causing a simulation failure. When D/r was
increased, the simulations could proceed, though the
resulting volumes V were large enough to be deemed out-
liers. The model might therefore not be perfectly suited
for cases with multiple volumes because it assumes a sin-
gle coherent GTV.

The case with Vopt/V0 = 0.70 is controversial because
the model should either yield V/V0 ≥ 1 or not run at all,
yielding a null volume. This value was achieved for a sin-
gle combination of values for the parameters among the
tested ones, D/r = 0.1 mm2 and DW/DG = 10, whereas
using the other parameter values yielded acceptable values
of V/V0 ranging between 2.63 and 9.51.

The numerical values for the k and n0 parameters
employed in this study have been previously used by
Swanson et al25 and Rockne et al,26 respectively. As they
are not fully established, variation of Vopt/V0 with respect
to k and n0 was investigated while keeping the diffusion
and anisotropy parameters constant as (D/r)opt and (DW/
DG)opt. The model was robust with respect to k, as the cell
concentration tends to be much smaller than k virtually
everywhere in the brain except for the innermost parts of
V0. The model was also robust with respect to n0 for V/
V0, but affected the extent of furthermost spread.

Placement of n0 in the COM was made in the absence
of obvious alternatives. Displacement of the starting voxel
from the COM was investigated for few selected cases. As
expected, the volume of V increased with displacement
distance. The distance to the furthest voxel of V0 will
increase with starting voxel displacement. Thus, V will
need to grow larger to encompass V0.

The simulation halting condition and the volumes of V
assumed a visibility threshold of HGG masses on T1
images of 8000 cells/mm3, as reported by Tracqui et al.15

Although the value of the visibility threshold affects the
extension of tumor invasion, it does not affect the paths
of invasion, which are dependent on the distribution of
white matter. Pattern of failure was not available in this
cohort, and thus could not be used to evaluate the visibil-
ity threshold value.

The findings in this study with respect to the CTV
delineation can be summarized as follows:

1. The conventional CTV delineation misses tumor con-
centrations greater than 1 cell/mm3 in 84% of cases.

2. For the remaining 16% of cases, the CTV delineation
overextends into normal tissue.

3. The isotropic extension of the GTV does not render
consistent information regarding the density of cells
included in this conventionally contoured CTV because
of the anisotropy of the predicted tumor invasion.

Very scarce data of the GBM tumor cell distribution in
the brain are currently available, thus making a direct
model validation not possible at this stage. However, if a
large number of cases would become available, a tumor
invasion model could be trained using AI methods. The
model could then be indirectly verified by correlating
model predictions with tumor recurrence or with treat-
ment outcome. An AI-based model could also provide
insight into the clinically relevant tumor cell concentra-
tion threshold, cenc, for delineating the CTV.
Conclusions
This study presents a model for HGG cell invasion in
normal tissue and a methodology for investigating the
agreement between the conventionally delineated CTV
and the volume invaded by tumor cells. The standard
CTV failed to encompass all voxels with tumor cell con-
centrations equal to or less than 1 cell/mm3 in 84% of the
cases. Calculated Hausdorff distances between the CTV
and the volume of tumor invasion indicated poor confor-
mity due to the highly anisotropic pattern of invasion.
The presented model may therefore be used in assisting
the CTV delineation for HGGs with different levels of dif-
fusivity and anisotropy.
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